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A doctoral student takes three
upper division advanced
mechanical engineering courses
including at least one in
mechanics of machines.
Prerequisite: A Bachelor's
degree in mechanical
engineering or industrial
engineering with a grade of at
least C or its equivalent and
ability to perform basic
mathematical calculations,
significant writing experience or
consent of adviser. Topics:
Robotics, Programming,
Kinematics of machines,
Kinematics and Dynamics of
Machinery, Kinematics of
Machines, CAM Software, CAM
Software, CAD Software, CAM
Software, Qualitative Design of
Machinery, Computer-Aided
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Design (CAD), Qualitative Design
of Machinery, Semiqualitative
Design of Machinery,
SolidWorks, SolidWorks,
Qualitative Design of Machinery,
SEM Image Analysis, SEM Image
Analysis, SEM Image Analysis,
SEM Image Analysis, Modeling in
SolidWorks, Modeling in
SolidWorks, Modeling in
SolidWorks, Modeling in
SolidWorks, Mechanical design,
Mechanical design, Mechanical
design, Mechanical design,
Mechanical design Some of
Norton's many research
interests have been in machine
tool design, interrelated to
dynamics. He has also
investigated automation and
ergonomics of industrial robots.
In recent years, he has worked
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on robot expert systems for
servo-motor control. Studies of
kinematics have always been of
interest to him, going back to his
pre-college days when he spent
time with the mechanical
engineering teacher, Dr. Phillips,
and his co-workers at the Horace
Dodge Ford Company of Bronx,
NY. After obtaining his
undergraduate degrees, he
researched dynamics and
kinematics of machinery and
turned his attention to robot
design. His book Design of
Machinery (McGraw-Hill, 1980)
was the first text in this area of
interest. He has designed many
high-speed electric drills,
including the ART F-7 from
Perkins Engines in Plymouth,
MA.
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